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EPIC SHINE

“It’s not the same with out the flame!”

EXTERIOR

Synthetic polymer nano mist, provides
an epic shine. Repels dust, dirt, nature’s
elements and protects from UV. Easy
to apply after car washes or before
any event. It works in seven minutes
to produce an aura and glow to a wide
range of painted surfaces from bright
candy paint colours to hot rod black.

INTERIOR

590ml (20 fl.oz) bottles

P/N: HWES-20

PRO TYRE CLEANER

PRO TYRE FINISH

Is an extremely powerful non-bleach
based solution that breaks down old
grunge on brown, makes black walls
black and white letters white. You will
get your tyres back to their like-new
rubber surface. All old tyre dressing and
built up road grime will be eradicated
from the tyre sidewalls without a fuss.

A dual action liquid gel tyre dressing
bestows an impressive satin to ultra
finish and shine. This spray is a freshly
scented water based silicone formula,
non-greasy, no-sling and repels dust
and dirt particles. Apply layers to get
your desired finish. It leaves your tyres
with a crisp, dark, long lasting finish.

P/N: HWTF-20

P/N: HWTC-20

ALL WHEEL CLEANER

WASH & WAX

For coated wheels only. Heavy duty,
non-acidic formula with no foaming
agents and dyes. Practicality instant
cleaning action is delivered in a foam
consistency via the pro-grade ratchet
sprayer. Spray on and let sit for fifteen
seconds to easily remove dirt, brake
dust and road grease from the wheel.

Contains a Ph balanced biodegradable
concentrate with carnauba that deep
cleans and waxes in the same one-step
process. It is blended at the molecular
level, does not layer or separate and
provides thick lush cleansing suds.
After this application your vehicle will
look in pristine showroom condition.

P/N: HWWW-20

P/N: HWWC-20
AUS: cooldrive.com.au
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CERAMIX

“It’s not the same with out the flame!”

EXTERIOR

It’s mixed with a combination of nano
ceramic coating/pretreatment. AG+
technology included, blended on the
molecular level. Guards and protects
the vehicle’s exterior surfaces 24 hours
a day from UV rays, dirt, dust, pollen,
road grime, mud, clay, bird droppings,
acid rain, and fills in light swirl marks.

INTERIOR

590ml (20 fl.oz) bottles

P/N: HWCX-20

TRIM CLEANER

TRIM GUARD

Cleans moulded hard plastic surfaces,
rubber, vinyl, carpet stains, plastic,
spot cleans upholstery fabrics, floor
mats and liners. Its ergonomic ratchet
sprayer offers up a potent oxygenated
foam with low sudsing water omissible
solvents that remove stubborn dirt,
oil and stains from all trim surfaces.

Finest interior protection, non-greasy,
no glare, anti-static, long lasting UV
protection. Suits all interior surfaces:
Carbon fiber, plastic, rubber, chrome,
vinyl, interior painted surfaces, dash
boards, door panels, handles, coated
trim surfaces, consoles, instrument
panels, touch screens and much more.

P/N: HWIC-20

P/N: HWTG-20

LEATHER GUARD

LEATHER CLEANER

Gives leather surfaces a barrier of UV
protection. Non-greasy, penetrates and
bonds to wet or dry leather for long
lasting fortification. It dries with no
residue/glare, anti-static, UV resistant.
It’s safe on all leather seats, consoles,
arm rests, dash boards, door handles
and kick/pillar/door panels as well.

A ready to use leather-only cleaner for
fine interiors. It will remove dirt and oil
build up. The clear formula contains
a pleasant scent and is low foaming,
pH balanced, biodegradable with no
dyes or colourants, no harsh alkaline
cleaners and is a VOC compliant spray.
Apply to the surface with applicator.

P/N: HWLC-20

P/N: HWLG-20
AUS: cooldrive.com.au

NZ: cooldrive.co.nz

